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Downloade
Calculation of the dynamic air flow resistivity of fiber materials
Viggo Tarnow
Department of Applied Engineering and Production, Technical University of Denmark, Bygning 358,
DK 2800 Lyngby, Denmark

~Received 15 February 1996; revised 16 April 1997; accepted 12 May 1997!

The acoustic attenuation of acoustic fiber materials is mainly determined by the dynamic resistivity
to an oscillating air flow. The dynamic resistance is calculated for a model with geometry close to
the geometry of real fiber material. The model consists of parallel cylinders placed randomly. Two
cases are treated: flow perpendicular to the cylinder axes, and flow parallel to the axes. In each case
two new approximate procedures were used. In the first procedure, one solves the equation of flow
in a Voronoi cell around the fiber, and averages over the distribution of the Voronoi cells. The
second procedure is an extension to oscillating air flow of the Brinkman self-consistent procedure
for dc flow. The procedures are valid for volume concentration of cylinders less than 0.1. The
calculations show that for the density of fibers of interest for acoustic fiber materials the simple
self-consistent procedure gives the same results as the more complicated procedure based on
average over Voronoi cells. Graphs of the dynamic resistivity versus frequency are given for fiber
densities and diameters typical for acoustic fiber materials. ©1997 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~97!01209-5#

PACS numbers: 43.58.Bh, 43.20.Hq, 43.20.Jr, 43.55.Ev@SLE#
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

A vector velocity potential
Az Z component of vector potential
a radius of a cylinder
a1 ,a2 ,a3 ... integration constants
at radius of tubes in theory of porous materia
b square root of area per cylinder
b1 ,b2 ,b3 ... integration constants
c1 ,c2 ,c3 ... integration constants
d1 ,d2 ,d3 ... integration constants
F i force on a cylinder per length for paralle

flow
F' force on a cylinder per length for perpen

dicular flow
g,h integration constants
i 0 or 1
k wave vector defined in Eq.~10!
ki8 wave vector in iterative computation for pa

allel flow
k'8 wave vector in iterative computation for pe

pendicular flow
P complex power
P(r) complex power as a function of the cell ra

dius
p local air pressure
^p& mean pressure5sound pressure
pb(S) probability density of area of Voronoi poly

gons
Ri resistivity for parallel flow
Ri8 resistivity due to forces on cylinders for pa

allel flow

INTRODUCTION

We assume that sound waves in a fiber material can

described by a linear theory, and we use the complex n

tion for monochromatic waves with the time factore2 ivt,
1680 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 102 (3), September 1997 0001-4966/97/1
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R' resistivity for perpendicular flow
R'8 resistivity due to forces on cylinders for pe

pendicular flow
R(v) scalar resistivity
R~v! resistivity tensor
r radius.r 5Ax21y2

S area of Voronoi polygons
S̄ mean area of Voronoi polygons
t time
u air particle velocity vector
^u& mean velocity5sound velocity
ur , uu components of air velocity in polar coord

nate system
uz component of velocity inZ direction
V macroscopic volume
w complex variable
x,y,z rectangular coordinates
Zi(w) special Bessel function—solution of Besse

equation—Eq.~9!
h viscosity of air
u angle in polar coordinate system; tanu5y/x
r radius of a circle with area of Voronoi poly

gon
r0 mass density of air in equilibrium
r~v! effective dynamic mass density of air
s dc resistivity
f scalar velocity potential
C volume velocity
V porosity Eq.~16!
v cyclic frequency

e

a-

wherev is the cyclic frequency andt the time. The resistiv-
ity tensor for fiber materialsR~v! gives the gradient of the
air pressure when the air flow velocity is given; the relati
being

2^“p&5R~v!^u&, ~1!
168002(3)/1680/9/$10.00 © 1997 Acoustical Society of America
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Downloade
where ^p& is the mean pressure and^u& the mean particle
velocity vector, and mean values are taken over the volu
of the fiber material. The air is regarded as an incompress
fluid in this definition of the resistivity. The resistivity wil
be computed from the volume concentration of the fibers
the mean diameter of the fibers, with the purpose of be
able to calculate the acoustic properties such as sound v
ity and attenuation in fibrous materials. These properties
depend on the compressibility, which has been calculate
Tarnow.1 In the present paper it is assumed that the fibers
not move, because it is apparently not necessary to take
into account in order to calculate the velocity and attenua
of audible sound propagation in glass wool at norm
densities.2

The standard method of describing sound propagatio
fibrous materials is the theory of porous materials, wh
models the medium as a solid with air filled tubes of an eq
radius much smaller than the wavelength of interest. T
medium is regarded as isotropic. Therefore the dynamic
sistivity is a scalarR(v). Some authors use the effectiv
mass density of airr~v!, which is related to the dynami
resistivity byr(v)52 ivR(v). The effective mass densit
was computed for a circular tube by Zwikker and Koste3

who gave the formula

r~v!5
r0

122J1~kat!/katJ0~kat!
, ~2!

wherer0 is the static mass density of air,at is the radius of
the tubes,J0(w) and J1(w) are the usual Bessel function
and

k5Aivr0 /h, ~3!

whereh is the viscosity of air.
In porous materials the effective mass density is som

what higher than predicted by Eq.~2! because a part of th
cross section is filled with solid material, which makes t
air velocity in the tubes higher than the mean velocity. T
depends on the density of fibers, but for acoustic fiber m
rials the volume density of fibers is in most cases sma
than 2%, and for the sake of simplicity we therefore negl
a small increase in resistivity due to this. Therefore Eq.~2!
gives the resistivity of the fiber material.

Biot4 used the same formula written in a different wa
and the author considered the coupling of waves in the s
matrix to waves in the fluid, which fills the pores. Lambe5

studied open-cell foam and used the same formula, and
author suggested ways to choose a reasonable value o
tube radius. Lambert and Tesar6 applied the formula to fi-
brous material and found a way to determine the tube ra
from experimental data for the static resistivit
Attenborough7 also used Eq.~2! for one tube, but for the
bulk mediumkat in Eq. ~2! was replaced by a quantity con
taining the resistivity, the porosity, the tortuosity, and a po
shape factor. Stinson8 computed the dynamic mass dens
for rectangular tubes.

Stinson and Champoux9 showed that the pore shape fa
tor suggested by Attenborough must depend on freque
they also suggest a new formula for computing the dyna
mass density from the dc flow resistivity, tortuosity, porosi
1681 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 3, September 1997
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and a new pore shape factor. Allard and Champoux10 gave a
formula for the dynamic mass density that only requir
knowledge of the dc flow resistivity.

It is the goal of the present work to calculate the d
namic resistivity of fibrous materials from the microscop
geometry of the material without introducing adjustable p
rameters that are used to fit predictions from models to
perimental data. The purpose is to obtain a better phys
understanding of the dynamic resistivity of fiber materials
order to be able to predict it when the microscopic geome
is known. The diameters of the fibers can be found by m
croscopy and the volume density from mass density.

We consider models that have a geometry similar to
microscopic geometry of fiber materials. In the models it
assumed that the fibers all have the same diameter, are
allel, and randomly placed. Flows parallel and perpendicu
to fibers are treated.

I. GENERAL THEORY

The Navier–Stokes equation for incompressible stati
ary flow can be found in Sec. 15 of Landau and Lifschitz11

We assume the air velocity is small—low Reynold’s numb
In this case the equation for the velocity vector is

r0

]u

]t
52“p1h¹2u, ~4!

whereu is the air particle velocity vector,p is the local air
pressure, andt the time. In Pierce12 the viscosity of air is
given,h51.84631025 kg/~ms! at the temperature 27 °C, it
temperature dependence can also be found in Pierce.12

The resistivity will be used for computing the acous
properties of fiber materials such as glass wool. A continu
model is used to describe sound propagation in the fi
materials. The only material parameters are compressib
and resistivity. The compressibility has been computed
Tarnow.1 In a propagating sound wave at a fixed time the
are places where the compression is zero. In such places
needs the resistivity of incompressible flow in order to co
pute the energy loss and the kinetic energy. Therefore,
assumption of only one resistivity requires that it is calc
lated for incompressible flow. Thus one must neglect
compressibility of air when one calculates the resistivity.

The incompressibility of the flow is expressed by

“–u50. ~5!

The boundary conditions for Eqs.~4! and ~5! are that the
velocity on the cylinders walls equals zero. The proced
for computing the resistivity is to solve these equations wh
1681Viggo Tarnow: Air flow resistivity of fiber materials
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Downloade
the mean gradient of the air pressure is given, where
mean is taken over the volume of the fiber material. From
velocity calculated from these equations one computes
mean velocity and finds the resistivity from Eq.~1!.

We assume the cylinders are randomly placed. Th
seems to not be experimental information about the distr
tion of the fibers in real materials. One could assume that
fibers were placed in a regular lattice, but this is certainly
the case in glass wool. Measurements to be reported
show that for a given density the resistivity calculated for
regular lattice is too high. The resistivity for dc. flow in
regular lattice was calculated in Tarnow.13 Random place-
ment seems to be the best model, and it can explain
measurement of sound velocity and attenuation that will
reported later.

A cell method is used to find the microscopic velocit
We take the parallel cylinders as given and cut them wit
perpendicular plane; in this plane each of the centers of
cylinders is surrounded by a so-called Voronoi polygon. I
constructed by drawing lines from each center to the nea
neighbor centers and drawing lines that bisects the lines
tween centers. These lines form the Voronoi polygons~Fig.
1!. The areaS of the Voronoi polygons has a probabilit
pb(S)dS in the intervalS, S1dS

pb~S!5
aa

G~a! S S

S̄D a21

expS 2a
S

S̄D 1

S̄
, ~6!

where a53.61, G~a! is the gamma function, andS̄ is the
mean value of the area of the Voronoi polygons. The form
was given by Andrade and Fortes.14

The procedure is the same in each case; the Nav
Stokes equation is solved approximately in a Voronoi po
gon, and the flow through the polygon is computed. T
average flow is computed by using Eq.~6!. From the average
flow in a polygon the average velocity is calculated, and
resistivity is found from this. This procedure has in the ca

FIG. 1. The Voronoi partition of the plane. The points shown as circles
placed randomly over the plane. The lines are constructed by drawing
from each point to the nearest neighbor point and drawing lines that bis
the lines between points. Only the bisecting lines are shown.
1682 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 3, September 1997
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of dc flow been compared with other methods of comput
the resistivity, and it was found that it yielded reliab
results.13

In order to check the accuracy of the cell approxim
tions, the resistivity was also computed by a self-consist
procedure, which is similar to the calculation of the dc res
tivity by Brinkman’s approximation.15

II. FLOW PARALLEL TO CYLINDERS

The flow is assumed to be parallel to the cylinders;
this case the gradient of the pressure does not depend o
space point,11 and the Navier–Stokes equation is easier
solve than for flow perpendicular to the cylinders. The
velocity is everywhere in the direction of the flow~see Ref.
11!, and we assume it to be along theZ axis of a rectangular
X-Y-Z coordinate system. The Navier–Stokes equation
comes

2 ivr0uz52
]p

]z
1hS ]2uz

]x2 1
]2uz

]y2 D . ~7!

The cylinders are parallel and randomly placed with const
density over a plane perpendicular to the cylinders, and
velocity must be zero at their surface. In this case the inco
pressibility condition Eq.~5! is always fulfilled.

A. The cell approximation

The Navier–Stokes equation is first solved with on
one cylinder whose axis is on theZ axis of the coordinate
system. We use polar coordinates with radiusr and angleu.
The boundary conditions are:uz(a)50, wherea is the radius
of the cylinder, and]uz /]r 50 on a circler 5r. The poly-
gons are approximated by circles with differentr for each
Voronoi polygon. We imagine that the velocity function
plotted above the plane of Fig. 1. Because the velocity
zero on the cylinders, the plot has a ridge close to the per
eter of each Voronoi polygon in Fig. 1, and the veloc
gradient perpendicular to the sides of the polygon is close
zero. When the polygons are replaced by circles with rad
r, it is reasonable to assume that the gradient along the
dius is zero. In the case of dc flow this was used in Tarnow13

where it gave accurate results.
When we use the usual complex notation for harmo

variations, the solution to the Navier–Stokes equation~7! in
polar coordinates is

uz~r !5
1

ivr0

]p

]z F11
J1~kr!

Z0~ka!
H0

1~kr !2
H1

1~kr!

Z0~ka!
J0~kr !G ,

~8!

with the usual Bessel functions, and we have defined a s
cial Bessel functionZi(w) of the complex variablew,

Zi~w!5H1
1~kr!Ji~w!2J1~kr!Hi

1~w! ~9!

with

k5Aivr0

h
. ~10!

The function in Eq.~9! will used later. The volume velocity
through a cell of a radiusr is

e
es
ts
1682Viggo Tarnow: Air flow resistivity of fiber materials
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Downloade
C~r!5E
a

r

uz~r !2pr dr . ~11!

After integration the flux becomes

C~r!5
1

ivr0

]p

]z Fpr22pa2

2
2pa~J1~kr!H1

1~ka!2H1
1~kr!J1~ka!!

kZ0~ka!
G .

~12!

The resistivity can be found by calculating the mean veloc
from Eq. ~12! and using the definition of resistance Eq.~1!.
But it is more informative and accurate to compute the re
tivity in the following way. Equation~7! is transformed by
use of the Gauss integral theorem over the area of the
thus

2 ivr0C~r!52~pr22pa2!
]p

]z
2h2paF]uz

]r G
r 5a

.

~13!

The average over the cells is computed, and one gets

2 ivr0^C&52~p^r2&2pa2!
]p

]z
2h2paK F]uz

]r G
r 5a

L ,

~14!

where^ & means average.

FIG. 2. The real part of the dynamic resistivity. The area per cylinde
b2 with b576mm, and the diameter of the cylinders is 6.8mm. These
numbers are valid for glass wool with a density of 16 kg/m3. The lower
dashed line is for flow parallel with cylinders calculated by the cell meth
The lower full line is for parallel flow by the Brikman method. The upp
dashed line is for flow perpendicular to cylinders by the cell method. T
upper full line is for perpendicular flow by the Brinkman method. T
dashed-dotted lines are found by the Attenborough approximation; the lo
one is for parallel flow, and the upper one for perpendicular flow.
1683 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 3, September 1997
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We divide both sides of the equation with the flux a
rearrange the terms, and get the resistivityRi from Ri

52(]p/]z)/^uz& and ^uz&5^C&/b2, whereb2 is the mean
area of the Voronoi cells. The result is

Ri5V21F2 ivr02
h2pa

^C& K F]uz

]r G
r 5a

L G , ~15!

where the porosityV is

V5
b22pa2

b2 . ~16!

The first term in the bracket of Eq.~15! is the resistivity one
would find if there were no cylinders. The mean value of t
flux through a unit cell is found from Eqs.~12! and~6!; thus

^C&5E
a

`

C~r!pb~pr2!2pr dr. ~17!

The integral was calculated by numeric integration us
Eqs. ~12! and ~6!. By differentiation of Eq.~8! ]uz /]r was
found; then@]uz /]r # r 5a was substituted forC in Eq. ~17!,
and ^@]uz /]r # r 5a& was found by numeric integration. Th
lower dashed line in Fig. 2 shows the real part of the res
tivity, where the parameters used correspond to glass w
with mass density 16 kg/m3, cylinder diameter 6.8mm, and
b576mm. The volume density of fibers is 0.0063. Th
lower dashed line in Fig. 3 shows the real part of the res
tivity for cylinder diameter 6.8mm, andb540mm, corre-
sponding to a volumen concentration of 0.040.

s

.

e

er

FIG. 3. The real part of the dynamic resistivity. The area per cylinde
b2 with b550mm, and the diameter of the cylinders is 6.8mm. These
numbers are valid for glass wool with a density of 40 kg/m3. The lower
dashed line is for flow parallel with cylinders calculated by the cell meth
The lower full line is for parallel flow by the Brinkman method. The upp
dashed line is for flow perpendicular to cylinders by the cell method. T
upper full line is for perpendicular flow by the Brinkman method. T
dashed-dotted lines are found by the Attenborough approximation; the lo
one is for parallel flow, and the upper one for perpendicular flow.
1683Viggo Tarnow: Air flow resistivity of fiber materials
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B. Brinkman’s self-consistent approximation

A simple self-consistent~iterative! calculation of Brink-
man has been used for many years to calculate the resis
of dc flow.15 It can also be used to calculate the dynam
resistivity as will be shown in the following. Only one cy
inder is considered, placed at the origin of a coordinate s
tem; the influence of all the other cylinders on the one at
origin is taken care of by introducing a constant body fo
in the Navier–Stokes equation instead of the discrete fo
from the cylinders. The force is proportional to the veloci
and the factor of proportionality is the ‘‘resistivity’’Ri8 . The
equation for the velocity of the air becomes

2 ivr0uz52
]p

]z
1hS ]2uz

]x2 1
]2uz

]y2 D2Ri8uz . ~18!

The force on a volume element is the gradient of the pr
sure; it equals the inertial forces plus the forces from
cylinders. That is,2]p/]z52 ivr0uz1Ri8uz . From this
and Eq.~1! follows Ri5Ri82 ivr0 .

We regard the velocity as a function of the distancer
from thez axis, and the boundary conditions are

uz~a!50 ~19!

and

uz~`!5^u&. ~20!

A solution to Eq.~18! that fulfils these boundary condition
is

uz5^u&F12
H0

1~ki8r !

H0
1~ki8a!G , ~21!

where

ki8
25~ ivr02Ri8!/h. ~22!

The force on one cylinder per lengthF i is

F i52pah
]uz

]r U
r 5a

. ~23!

We require that the distributed forces per volume equal
forces at the origin times the number of cylinders per v
ume. Thus

Ri8^u&5F ib2. ~24!

Set the velocity from Eq.~21! into ~23! and use~24! to get

Ri85
h2pki8aH1

1~ki8a!

b2H0
1~ki8a!

. ~25!

Equations~22! and ~25! are solved by an iterative proces
First the value ofki85 i /b is chosen and set into~25!; then a
value of the resistivityRi8 is computed. From the new valu
of the resistivity a new value ofki8 is computed by~22!, the
new value of the wave vector is set into~25!, and a new
resistivity is computed, etc. After four iterations it was n
possible to see any change on a graph of the resistivity
function of the frequency. The calculation is ‘‘sel
consistent’’ when the resistivity is constant from one ite
tion to the next one.
1684 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 3, September 1997
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The lower full line of Fig. 2 shows the real part of th
resistivity computed fora53.4mm, b576mm. The lower
full line of Fig. 3 shows the real part of the resistivity com
puted for a53.4mm, b550mm. The Brinkman method
gives nearly the same result as the cell method; this has
been found by calculation of dc flow resistivity,15 which
shows that the Brinkman approximation gives reasonably
curate values of the resistivity for volume concentrati
,0.1. The cell method tends to give too high a value of
resistivity because it was assumed that the cylinder w
placed in the center of the Voronoi cells, which is not t
case for a number of Voronoi cells, as one can see in Fig
The Brinkman approximation is quite simple to impleme
on a computer, and accurate enough for the calculation of
resistivity of fiber materials.

III. FLOW PERPENDICULAR TO CYLINDERS

The flow is now perpendicular to the cylinders, whic
we assume are all parallel and have the same diameter,
are randomly distributed with constant density. We use
rectangular coordinate system with theZ axis in the direction
of the cylinder axes, and theX axis in the direction of the
flow. The Navier–Stokes equation~4! shall be solved, but in
this case the solution is more complicated. The local air
locity u is expressed by the scalar potentialf and the vector
potentialA:

u5“f1“3A. ~26!

Here the scalar potential must fulfil the Laplace equation

¹2f50, ~27!

because the flow is incompressible, Eq.~5!.
An equation for the vector potential can be found

substitution of Eq.~26! into the Navier–Stokes equation~4!,

2r0iv~“f1“3A!5“p1h¹2~“f1“3A!. ~28!

This equation is fulfilled if

2r0iv“f1“p50 ~29!

and

2r0ivA1h¹2A50. ~30!

We use a polar coordinate system withr ,u as coordinates,
where

x5r cosu, y5r sin u. ~31!

The scalar potential is a solution to Laplace’s equation~27!,
and can be written as a Fourier series

f5a0 ln r 1 (
n51

`

@~anr 1bnr 2n!cosnu

1~cnr 1dnr 2n!sin nu#. ~32!

Herean , bn , cn , dn are constant. The vector potential lie
only in thez direction because the flow is two dimensiona
It is a solution to Eq.~30!, and can be written as a Fourie
series
1684Viggo Tarnow: Air flow resistivity of fiber materials
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Az5a08H0
1~kr !1b08J0~kr !1 (

n51

`

@~an8Hn
1~kr !1bn8Jn~kr !!

3cosnu1~cn8Hn
1~kr !1dn8Jn~kr !!sin nu#, ~33!

where k is defined in Eq.~10!, and an8 , bn8 , cn8 , dn8 are
constants.

A. The cell approximation

By the flow between the cylinders of radiusa the rota-
tion of the velocity vanishes close to the perimeter of ea
Voronoi cell. In Fig. 4 the flow is from left to right. The
rotation ]uy /]x2]ux /]y is negative in the upper part o
each cell and positive in the lower part. Where the upper p
of one cell meets the lower part of another cell along
border, the rotation tends to be zero. This argument co
from a paper by Kuwabara16 on dc flow. The same assump
tion was used in Tarnow13 for calculation of the dc flow
resistivity. It was shown that it gave reasonable results.

We use the cell approximation to compute the resis
ity. We first consider a simple problem. One cylinder of
radiusa is given; this cylinder is surrounded coaxially with
cylinder surface of a radiusr. The velocity is symmetric
about u50. Therefore, in the scalar potential of Eq.~32!,
only cosine terms are needed, and due to the circular ge
etry only the coefficienta1 andb1 are different from zero.

The rotation of the velocity is zero forr 5r. This is an
approximation to the boundary condition along the perime
of each Voronoi cell. It will be shown that the rotation of th
velocity is

“3u5“3“3A52~r0iv/h!A. ~34!

FIG. 4. The rotation of the velocity in the cells. The dashed lines are par
to the direction of the mean flow, which is from left to right. In the upp
part of each cell the rotation is negative, in the lower part positive. T
rotation is zero close to the border between the upper and lower pa
neighbor cells.
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The vector potential is in the direction of theZ axis perpen-
dicular to the flow and does not depend on thez coordinate
because the flow is two dimensional. Therefore“–A50, and
the vector identity “3“3A5“(“–A)2¹2A gives
“3“3A52¹2A. Equation ~34! then follows from Eq.
~30!. From Eq.~34! one sees that the vanishing of the rot
tion of the velocity implies that the vector potential must
zero. On the cylinder surface with radiusr we require that
the vector potential vanish.

We first solve the Navier–Stokes equation in the circu
cell. In order to make the formulas a little more simple, w
use the Bessel function of Eq.~9! Zi(kr), which for i 51 is
zero at the cylinder surface with radiusr.

The velocity is symmetric aboutu50, and the velocity
equals the rotation of the vector potential; therefore, only
sine terms are kept in Eq.~33!. In the circular cell only the
first sine term is needed. Thus the vector potential can
written

Az5gZ1~kr !sin u, ~35!

whereg is an integration constant.
The velocity in the direction of the radiusur is from

Eqs.~26!, ~32!, ~35!:

ur5S a12
b1

r 2 1
1

r
gZ1~kr ! D cosu, ~36!

and the velocity perpendicular to the radiusuu is

uu52S a11
b1

r 2 1gkZ18~kr ! D sin u. ~37!

Here the prime on the Bessel function indicates the der
tive. The velocity must be zero at the internal cylinder s
face,r 5a; from this and the above formulas one gets

a12
b1

a2 1
1

a
gZ1~ka!50 ~38!

and

a11
b1

a2 1gkZ18~ka!50. ~39!

The pressure follows from Eqs.~29! and ~32!:

p5 ivr0Fa1r 1
b1

r Gcosu. ~40!

For the random medium, we assume that the mean pres
gradient ^¹p& is equal to the pressure drop over the c
divided by the cell diameter 2r, and get

a11
b1

r2 5
^“p&
ivr0

. ~41!

Equations~38!, ~39!, and ~41! are three linear equations i
the three unknownsa1 , b1 , g, when^“p& is known. When
they are solved, the velocity and pressure in the cell
known.

The resistivity will be computed by considering the e
ergy flow. In general it is more accurate to use energy me

el

e
of
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ods to compute resistivity instead of using the definition E
~1! directly. The complex powerP of the medium in the
volumeV is

P52^“p&* –^u&V, ~42!

where* means complex conjugation. The real part of this
the heat generated per volume. From the definition of re
tivity Eq. ~1! one gets2^“p&5R'^u&, where R' is the
resistivity for perpendicular flow. From this and Eq.~42! one
gets

R'5
u^¹p&u2

P/V
. ~43!

The power per lengthP(r) inside the cylinder with radiusr
can be calculated from

P~r!52 R
S
p* u–dA, ~44!

where the integration is done over the cylinder surface w
radiusr. After integration and use of~9! one gets

P~r!5
~r2/a221!Z0~ka!1~2/ka!Z1~ka!

~r2/a211!Z0~ka!2~2/ka!Z1~ka!
pr2

u¹pu2

ivr0
.

~45!

The resistivity is calculated from

R'5
u¹pu2b2

^P&
, ~46!

where the angular brackets mean an average value comp
by the probability density in Eq.~6! in the following way:

^P&5E
a

`

P~r!pb~pr2!2pr dr. ~47!

HereP(r) is the function defined in~45!, andS̄5b2 in ~6!.

B. Brinkman’s self-consistent approximation

The dynamic resistivity for flow perpendicular to cylin
ders can be calculated by a self-consistent procedure sim
to the one used for parallel flow. To the Navier–Stokes eq
tion is added a body force2R'8 u that equals the force from
the cylinders per volume, whereR'8 is the resistivity due to
the forces on the cylinders. The Navier–Stokes equation
comes

2 ivr0u52“p1h¹2u2R'8 u. ~48!

Only one cylinder at the origin of the coordinate system
considered. On the cylinder surface the velocity must
zero,

u~a!50; ~49!

and infinitely far from the cylinder at the origin the veloci
equals the mean velocitŷu&, which is in theX direction,

u~`!5~^u&,0,0!. ~50!

A solution to Eq.~48! that fulfils the boundary condition
~49! and~50! can be written in the same way as Eqs.~36! and
~37!, but the special Bessel functionZ1(kr) is replaced by a
1686 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 3, September 1997
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Hankel function, which goes to zero as the radius goes
infinity. One gets

ur5S ^u&2
b1

r 2 1
1

r
hH1

1~k'8 r ! D cosu ~51!

and

uu52S ^u&1
b1

r 2 1hk'8 H1
18~k'8 r ! D sin u. ~52!

The prime on the Hankel function indicates the derivativ
andh is an integration constant. In Eqs.~50! and~51!, k'8 is
given by the right-hand side of Eq.~22! with R'8 instead of
Ri8 . The boundary condition Eq.~49!, and Eqs.~51! and~52!

give by use of the identityH1
18(w)5H0

1(w)2(1/w)H1
1(w),

h52
2^u&

k'8 H0
1~k'8 a!. ~53!

From Eqs.~48!, ~49!, ~51!, and~52! one finds

b15a2S 12
2H1

1~k'8 a!

k'8 aH0
1~k'8 a!

D ^u&. ~54!

The force on the cylinder at the origin of the coordina
system may now be found from the pressure and the st
tensor. The calculation is similar to the calculation in sect
20 of Landau and Lifschitz,11 where the Stokes formula fo
the viscous drag on a sphere is computed. There one fi
the force written as an integral over the surface of the sph
and this can be adapted to an integral over a cylinder, wh
is what is needed here. Section 15 of Landau and Lifschi11

also gives the stress tensor in polar coordinates. One fi
the forceF' per length of the cylinder

F'52phk'8 aS 2k'8 a1
2H1

1~k'8 a!

H0
1~k'8 a!

D . ~55!

We require that the body force per volume equals the fo
from the cylinders per volume similar to Eq.~24!, and get the
resistivity

R'8 5
2phk'8 a

b2 S 2k'8 a1
2H1

1~k'8 a!

H0
1~k'8 a!

D . ~56!

We proceed in the same way for the case of parallel flow
iteration. We first choose a value of the wave vector,
examplek'8 5 i /b, and calculate a resistivity from~56!, then
a new wave vector is calculated by Eq.~22!, etc. until a
stable value of the resistivity is found, which takes abo
four iterations. The inertia of the air between the cylinders
not included in the resistivity Eq.~56!. Therefore the resis-
tivity defined in Eq.~1! is

R'52 ivr01R'8 . ~57!

The upper full line of Fig. 2 shows the real part of the res
tivity computed fora53.4mm, b576mm. The upper full
line of Fig. 3 shows the real part of the resistivity comput
for a53.4mm, b550mm. The Brinkman method gives
nearly the same result as the cell method; this has also b
found by calculation of dc flow resistivity,15 which shows
that the Brinkman approximation gives reasonably accu
1686Viggo Tarnow: Air flow resistivity of fiber materials
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values of the resistivity for volume concentration,0.1.

IV. DISCUSSION

The assumption of parallel fibers is valid for glass wo
plates produced by Glasuld, Scan-Gobain Denmark, wh
have fibers that are mainly parallel with the largest surf
and with one edge, according to information from the p
ducer. The measurements reported in Tarnow2 were made
with sound propagation perpendicular to the largest surf
of the plates. In this case one can assume that the so
velocity is perpendicular to the fibers. For other materi
and uses one must make and average of the resistance te
but this depends on information about the orientation of
fibers in a given material and the direction of sound pro
gation. This information is not available. But I hope to ma
new measurements that can give more information on t
Anisotropy of glass wool has been measured by Alla
et al.17 They found that the dc flow resistivity perpendicul
to the fibers was two times the resistivity parallel with t
fibers. This is in accordance with the low-frequency va
found in the present paper and the values calculated
Tarnow.13 One can show that in the low-frequency lim
R'8 '2Ri8 follows from Eqs.~25! and ~56!.

The resistivity has been compared with the model
Attenborough. Because the concentration of fibers is sm
one must assume that the porosity and the tortuosity is 1.
pore shape ratio must be 0.5 in order to obtain the pro
low-frequency limit. We follow the definitions used by Stin
son and Champoux.9 The low-frequency resistivity was ca
culated by the Brinkman method of the present paper
this was used as the dc resistivitys. The Attenborough for-
mula for the dynamic effective mass density becomes in
case

r~v!5
r0

122J1~w!/wJ0~w!
, ~58!

with w5A8r0iv/s. The result of the calculation is show
in Figs. 2 and 3 as the dashed-dotted line. In Fig. 2 there
differences between the Brinkman approximation and the
tenborough formula at high audio frequencies. The Attenb
ough model assumes a circular tubes, but tubes with o
cross-section shapes will not give very different hig
frequency dependence because tubes have greater su
than fibers.

The imaginary part of the resistivity is approximate
proportional to the frequency. In order to show graphica
the difference between the different methods of calculati
the real part of the dynamic effective mass density is giv
This is related to the imaginary part of the resistivity
Im$R%52v •Re$r(v)% which follows from r(v)
52 ivR(v). Figure 5 shows Re$r(v)%/r0 for a53.4mm,
b576mm. In Fig. 5 the full line is for flow parallel with
cylinders ~fibers! calculated by the Brinkman method Eq
~22! and ~25! and Ri5Ri82 ivr0 . The dashed line is for
parallel flow calculated by the Attenborough formula E
~58!. The dotted line is for perpendicular flow; it was calc
lated by Brinkman’s method Eqs.~22! and ~56! and R'

5R'8 2 ivr0 . The dashed-dotted line is for perpendicu
1687 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 3, September 1997
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flow by Attenborough’s Eq.~58!. It is obvious that there are
differences between the results of the different methods
calculation.

V. CONCLUSION

The dynamic flow resistivity tensor of fiber materia
has been calculated for a model that consists of parallel
inders of equal diameter. The resistivity was calculated fr
the density of cylinders and their diameter. Two cases w
considered: flow parallel with and flow perpendicular to c
inders. From this and the symmetry of the resistivity ten
all the elements of the tensor are known.

The calculations were done with two approximations
cell approximation and Brinkman’s approximation. The
gave results close to each other, but the Brinkman proced
is simpler to implement on a personal computer; it requi
only a few lines of program in a high level mathematic
program such asMATLAB . The accuracy of Brinkman’s pro
cedure is estimated to be of the order of 10% for fiber d
sities normally used in materials for acoustics; this was ba
on the calculations in this paper and Tarnow13 and Sangani
and Yao.15
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